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FACILITY
improvements
We are so excited to announce our 3 HUGE facility improvements for 2010.
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of skaters to enjoy. By using
smoothed transition quarter
pipes campers will be able to gain the speed they
need to tackle the grind boxes, rails, planters and
stairs. As we are always concerned with safety we are
adding an additional skating counselor and new safety
equipment. Our skating program will be reaching new
levels this year!
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Sporting Field Complex!
W

e have already completed a new 75,000 SQ.
FT. SPORTING
With our sports at an all time high we
wanted to make sure our campers are playi
ng on the best fields.
Behind girl’s side there is now a 75,000 sq.
ft. field complex! We
have prepped the grounds so that they are nice
and level and brought
in top soil so as soon as spring breaks grass will
begin growing.
FIELD COMPLEX.
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ith Fall Foliage behind us and Winter
Reunion approaching, we are getting closer
and closer to Camp 2010. I can’t wait. Our 3
Huge Facility Improvements are well under way
and we are so excited to watch our kid’s faces
when they see and start using each of them.

In life, it is so important to be grateful for all we
have and also to help those who are in need of help. Therefore, in

the next months we will be launching our “Kans From Kids”
program. This program will allow our Kids and you, their parents
an opportunity to round up canned goods from your neighbors and
bring them to your local food bank. If asked to, we will send you

thank
you
We want to send a special thank
you to all of our loyal families for
your continued support. For the
third straight year, we have set the
record for the highest number of
Lindenmere families recommending
us to friends and family. There is no
greater compliment you could give us!
We want to assure you that we are
working harder than ever to make
sure that the 2010 camp season will
be the best summer ever!

all the pertinent information, bags, letters to
distribute, driving directions to the nearest
food bank and a “Can Affidavit” detailing
how many cans you donated. Of course this
program will be on a volunteer basis but
will be a great opportunity for Parents and
Children to work together to help those
struggling. Please help out if you can.
We can’t wait to see all of you at the
Winter Reunion!! See you soon!!
With Love,

Mitch

Visiting Days & dates

V

isiting day at Lindenmere is unlike visiting day at any other camp!!! Our
visiting day is filled with performances, shows and exhilaration. Besides the
excitement of parents and children seeing each other, visiting day is a time for
campers to show THEIR CAMP to you, their family! Our campers eagerly await
the opportunity to show you the art center, the skatepark, the coral, etc. A majority
of our campers are in a show or performance which they have been practicing
diligently on a daily basis. Visiting day is also a great opportunity for you to meet
your child’s counselors and bunkmates as well.
1st Session Visiting Day:
Saturday, July 17, 2010

2nd Session Visiting Day:
Saturday, August 7, 2010

Both visiting days start at 10am and end at 4pm.

We strongly advise you not to take your child home from camp on Visiting Day.
The last night of each session is carefully crafted and designed to be an emotional
culmination of the summer. The bonds that are shared that night help forge friendships
that last deep into the cold winter months. While it may seem “convenient”, and
your children may even ask to go home after visiting day, years of experience and
friendships clearly point to the advantages of campers leaving together on the last day
(Sunday) of each session.

save the date
W

e will once again be hosting our annual Spring Picnic and BBQ on
Sunday, May 2, 2010. In the past we have always had a terrific mix of
both new and returning camp families and we encourage all families to join us
for this wonderful event held at camp. Campers will have the opportunity to see
camp, play sports, do arts and crafts projects and meet each other from 12pm 4pm. It is also a great opportunity for parents to see camp and meet one another.
As always, a barbeque lunch will be served all afternoon!
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The excitement of Lindenmere continues to spread, bringing us
many new camp families. When you have an amazing summer
filled with friends and awesome activities, it is difficult to keep it
to yourself. Take a look at who else is joining us for the fantastic
summer of 2010!
Connecticut always brings us great campers and this year is no
exception. Jordan Kulik joins us this summer and you can look for
Jordan in our theater or our amazing art center. Sarah Tessler also
loved arts and crafts, but circus is what blew her away. Look for
Sarah flying through the air! Amanda Friedman is looking forward
to our gymnastics and tennis programs. Guess where we will find
Amanda this summer?!?

New Jersey is home to many of our Lindenmere families and it is
bringing us even more this coming summer. Hannah Benton is joining
us this summer and bringing her passion for theater with her. We cannot
wait to see her on the Lindenmere stage. Rachel Bernstein and her
friend Brianna Cerami Guarino fell in love with pottery and jewelry on
their tour of camp. Brianna was so excited about Lindenmere she told
her sister all about us, now Louise Cerami Guarino is joining us too!
We have some future artists on our hands.
Another future artist, Melissa Minkoff joined us for Fall Foliage and
fell in love with Lindenmere. Melissa is a born camper who will
love our sports programs and fit right into the Lindenmere family.
Jordan Nosenchuck was blown away by our outdoor adventure
course on his tour of camp. We know Jordan will love zipping across
our zip line! Nicole Heligman knows how great Lindenmere is and
that’s why she told her friend Blake Rogolsky all about us. Blake
is looking forward to circus and theater. Welcome Blake! Brett
Kleinfeld is all about excitement. Whether it’s our new skate park,
go karts or flying trapeze, Brett will be on the move.

The great state of New York is also bringing us so many wonderful new
campers. Jason Rosenthal came to Fall Foliage and could not imagine
himself anywhere else this summer. Jason is psyched to be at our new
skate park this summer. Dakota Sorenson visited camp with her good
friend Sarah Tessler. Dakota fell in love with woodworking and is
already imagining the projects she will be making this summer. New
camper Jackson Gautreau is so psyched for camp he told his good friend
Sam Fuqua all about it. Sam is excited to hit our heated swimming pool.
Jessica Chumsky hung out with us at Fall Foliage and knew right away
this would be her new summer home. Jessica is going to be a big hit in
her bunk as she won a pizza party for her bunk at Fall Foliage! Enjoying
that pizza with her will be Jessica’s friend Anne Marie Jaghab. Lucky
girls, lucky bunk! Jared Wasserman is looking forward to perfecting his
magic skills at camp. Look for him in magic and woodworking before he
makes the art building disappear. Nicholas Shaerf is looking forward to
sharpening his golf skills at camp, that is when he is not in our Lindenmere
theater. Nicholas is going to be one busy guy. Brother and sister Jared
and Juiana Ochacher joined us for Fall Foliage Day. Jared is looking
forward to hitting our baseball field while Juliana is looking forward
to gymnastics. Happy to have you both at camp! Daniel Bartolomeo is
another “boy of summer.” Look for him in our baseball fields as well!
Our home state of Pennsylvania brings us new campers as well.
Anabelle Harden plays piano at home. Do we see a future keyboard
player in rock shop? Anabelle is sure to find tons of things to keep her
busy this summer. Rebecca Barth loves camp so much she is bringing
her friend Julie Kleiner with her. Julie is psyched to hang out in our
beautiful riding stables. Happy to have you Julie!
The beautiful country of Spain has been home to several of our
campers and this year we are happy to welcome Paloma Gonzalez
Brandariz. Welcome Paloma! We are so happy you will be joining us.

Cloz Company

Roadshow
Coming to a Place Near You!

In order to help your family shop for our uniform as well as other camp necessities, we have
once again partnered with the Cloz Company. Cloz puts together a “Roadshow” which travels
around the Northeast and Florida from late January until early April. At the Roadshow,
your camper(s) can actually try on the clothing and have it fitted properly. If you purchase
name tapes, the Cloz Company also sews them onto clothing at no additional fee. The Cloz
Company carries everything from optional and required Lindenmere logo apparel to other
camp clothing as well as camp accessories. The Roadshow schedule can be found at:

http://shop.cloz.com/WebPages/RoadShow.aspx
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Camper Update
Our campers have been active doing a variety of things since they
returned home from a wonderful Lindenmere summer! Adam Cobrinik
is keeping himself busy playing sports. Whether it is wrestling, hockey,
skiing or baseball, Adam is always on the move! His sister Yasmina
joined a new school this year and has enjoyed making new friends.
Zachary Cohen has been taking acting classes at City Lights Youth
Theater while his brother Graeme has joined the Mouse Squad which
consists of a team of student technicians who help support and maintain
all the technology in the school. Mitchell Koganski rooted as hard as he
could for the Phillies and enjoyed a trip to St. Lucia over Thanksgiving.
Arianna Tottenhoff switched schools this year and is doing great! She
is excited to be a member of the basketball team and is traveling to
the Canary Islands and Spain over winter break. Claire Kelly has been
busy as a member of S.A.D.D, Peace Makers, Math Olympiads and
was elected to Student Council as VP of Publicity. Claire is also taking
piano lessons, playing softball and doing gymnastics. Paige Smith was
recently elected Vice President of the Student Council and has been
playing both basketball and soccer. Kelly Smith has also been active
on the soccer field playing in a local league. Zach Abrams celebrated
his Bar Mitzvah in October and Jocelyn Fine and Alyssa Freeberg
celebrated their Bat Mitzvahs as well - congratulations Zach, Jocelyn
and Alyssa! Ariele Kaplan is studying for her Bat Mitzvah which is in
February. Ariele is playing soccer, trying out for the school play and
missing camp! Lucas de Sarrau writes from Switzerland telling us
that the school year is off to a great start with good grades and good
friends. Lucas received his boating license after camp and is now
able to captain his own boat! Great job, Lucas! Caroline Bluestein
is a member of the competition team for her dance studio and was in
the Nutcracker Ballet. She cannot wait to get back to 18332 for year
number two! Luciano and Oliver Fernandez are both on the swim
team and enjoying the weekend swim meets. Luciano has become a
fanatic of Lego’s and is a good math student. Oliver is practicing piano
every day and taking German lessons as well. Disney World was lucky
to have Zoe and Eric Barocas visit over Thanksgiving! Sounds like
a lot of fun to us!!! Zac Neff reports that he can now “ollie a 3 set”and we know that Zach Paze from skateboarding is proud of him!
Amanda Neff has been spending her time dancing and dancing some
more. Carly Stirberg started the school year by moving into a new town
and she relied on her experience being new at camp to help with the
transition into a new school! Carly cannot wait for next summer to start
as we can already hear her bunk chanting“LT2, LT2”. Bari Greenwald
donated eight inches of her hair to make wigs for breast cancer victims.
Great job, Bari! Ellie Willkomm joined the chorus at school and is
excited to bring her friends Anabelle and Sydney to Lindenmere this
summer! Ellie took a wonderful vacation to Maine and also recently
had her ears pierced. Erica LoGiudice has been busy this fall. She is a
member of a local dance team and also is a cheerleader for the football
team as well. When not dancing and cheering, Erica has been studying
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both piano and violin. Hope Bluhm traveled after camp all over New
England as she went to Massachusetts, Maine and New Hampshire.
Hope also competed in a Tae Kwon Do tournament in October and
did extremely well. She is excited to test for her black belt soon and
even more excited for her upcoming piano recital. Jacob and Sydney
Berger are avid Phillies fans and are excited with how well they did
this year! Jacob has been busy preparing for his Bar Mitzvah and he
has been scoring strikes in his bowling league every weekend. Sydney
is busy playing on her travel soccer team where she has been scoring
a few goals. Both Jacob and Sydney are excited to travel to New York
City over winter break to see shows and ice skate with their family.
Robert and Natalie Speier write to tell us that they are both busy this
fall playing soccer. Robert also started to play flag football this fall
and loves it. He is a big Washington Capitals fan and tries to watch
every game. When not playing soccer Natalie has been practicing
for her school’s play and she is excited for her debut performance!
Justin Marks performed in his school’s play Oliver and was voted
class Historian. Lexi Marks has been keeping busy playing basketball
for her AAU team. Jordan Kulick cannot wait to perform on the
Lindenmere stage and has been practicing by singing “Popular” in her
school’s Talent Show. Jordan was elected as her class representative
to the student council, go Jordan! Danielle and Chris Sawyer went
on a family vacation down to the Jersey Shore after camp was over.
Keeping to the camp theme, they had a family Olympics on the beach.
They competed against other family members in mini-golf, crabbing,
bobbing for apples, etc. Danielle has been playing soccer, dancing and
practicing clarinet while Chris has been playing soccer and the piano
everyday. Nicole Heligman went to visit Erica Blanco and they had
a wonderful weekend together. Nicole is performing in a community
theatre production of Madeline’s Christmas and is looking forward
to visiting family in Florida over winter break. The Zittel family has
had a busy fall as well. Chiara is involved with cheerleading and went
on a fantastic school trip to Washington, DC. Timmy is performing
in the school play which is Grease. When not on stage, Timmy is
traveling every weekend with his hockey team. Krystn has been busy
playing soccer and she is loving every minute of it! Zachary Yabko
is spending his time working on earning his black belt in Tae Kwon
Do while sister Elyssa is spending her time dancing, playing piano
and preparing for her Bat Mitzvah which is in the spring. The Graffeo
family has had a busy fall as well! Samantha is a member of her high
school Color Guard having just completed a national competition in
Annapolis, Maryland. Alexa competed in a local skating competition
and finished in first place in her division! Nicholas is playing
basketball and has a straight A average in school! Anabelle Harden
is excited for her first year at Lindenmere. When not thinking about
camp, Anabelle has been playing soccer and tennis. David Wolfsohn
was recently accepted into the middle school Jazz Band and is excited
to play at the winter concert!
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Our campers have not been the only busy ones since camp ended. Our
staff have been traveling, studying, playing, learning and practicing as
well! Brian Hausle writes to let us know is he now on active duty with
the Army stationed outside of Washington, DC. We wish you the best,
Brian! Rachel Worthington emailed us from across the Atlantic to let us
know that she is working on finishing her degree and is applying for a
postgraduate program to become a teacher. She sends her love to G11 and
her ceramics crew. Chelsea Steed is officially a college graduate! After
camp, Chelsea traveled with Brenna, Tara and Steve and saw Ariel, Dom,
Darea, Stephanie and the Yarchin family along the way! Emily Ondrusek
from heat press, is a teacher in the suburbs of Philadelphia. After camp,
McMagic came to visit her and she took him for a tour of Lincoln Financial
Stadium, the home of his beloved Philadelphia Eagles. Nicole Lantz has
been in touch with many campers and staff since camp ended. She was
recently selected to go to Arizona over winter break to work in a children’s
emergency hospital unit. Nicole is also very involved with the Philadelphia
Zoo working with animal monitoring and conservation education. Josiah
Bradshaw reaches out from Australia to let us know that he is currently

W

a member of two bands and one of them is recording a CD this year.
Josiah said it is important for all campers to know that “he lost the game”.
Luke Wenker is working on his master’s degree in Oregon studying to
be a licensed counselor and is also exploring opening up a photography
business. McMagic misses everyone a lot and wishes he was back at camp.
After camp, McMagic traveled to New York City, Florida and Chicago. He
is studying and teaching hoping to make it back for another Lindenmere
summer. Caitlin Headley is focusing on her studies and getting ready to
graduate college this spring. She has been spending her time rooting extra
hard for The Ohio State football team! Brett Sobol is keeping busy at
school and playing soccer for his college. When not playing soccer, Brett
has been doing some acting and working as a multimedia coordinator for
a local newspaper. Eric Hanninen tells us he has been in touch with a lot
of the B5 boys and many staff as well. He is looking forward to doing
some traveling over winter break and is excited to graduate in the spring.
Paul McPherson writes to tell us that he cannot wait for next summer. He
is currently working at a sporting goods store and in his free time Paul is
coaching a Junior Aussie rules team.

Fall foliage day
recap

e want to extend a big thank you to all the
families that joined us for our annual Fall Foliage
Day. The weather report was not on our side, but mother
nature wound up being kind to us. It was cold, but no rain!
The foliage was as beautiful as promised and seeing camp surrounded
by the vibrant red and golden leaves is truly a sight to behold.

We had an excellent turn out as many families joined us despite the crisp
air. There were also many returning campers psyched to have a day back
at camp. We had a large group of 1st time campers energized for their first
“taste of camp”. There is an anticipation and excitement that comes with
a chance of meeting other campers who could possibly be in your bunk
this coming summer. Campers also like to check out where they will be
spending the best summer of their life. What a great group of campers!
The day was filled with fun, crafts, tours and food. Our resident art
guru Sue had incredible art projects for the kids. There was pumpkin

decorating (of course!) and awesome fleece pillows
with Fall Foliage 2009 on them. They are super
cute (and comfy!) The food was great as well!
Hamburgers, hotdogs, grilled chicken, veggie burgers, salads and
ziti. Needed to warm up your belly? There was chili, chicken soup,
hot chocolate and smores! Super yummy! And of course there was
cake, as it would not be camp without cake. A special thanks to
Pam, Johnny, Brandon and Doug.
It was truly a wonderful day and it was great seeing the art and
canteen buildings filled with smiling kids. Our year round staff
enjoyed meeting so many fantastic children and their families.
Getting to share our amazing camp with so many new families is so
special to us. Thank you so much to all of you who were a part of this
special day. We all look forward to seeing many of you at our spring
barbeque at camp and of course this summer!
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Cup Stacking

Junior

		

Middle
		

Consecutive Free Throws Junior
		

Middle
		

Senior
		

C

amp is one of the very few things that
continues to ring in your/our heart all year
long. Each year we build upon the friendships
and traditions of previous years and the Book of
Records is one of those lasting traditions.
For all of our new families, the Book of Records
is an evening activity where campers do their
best in a variety of activities (some serious and
some not-so-serious). Each year the highest
scores are posted along with the Lindenmere all
time scores. Campers strive to get their names
etched in a piece of Lindenmere history by
beating any of the all time scores.
After another year of competition, we saw a
number of the records fall to the ’09 campers.
Kyle Garfinkel overtook Alec Freudenstein’s
previous middle camp record for consecutive
free throws. Alexa Copperstone took the record
for the girls as well. Not to worry too much
for Alec because he moved up to senior camp
to overthrow Jarret Yahney’s previous record.
Sophie Chevalley jumped ahead of Alex Kushner
in the soccer ball juggling. Arielle Kaplan and
Corey Tarallo set new records in the hand stand
category. Sabrina Goldberger showed off
her speed and took the pole for the field run.
Marlee Senderowitz and Seth Kahanov both set
new best times for senior camp in the stringing
of the beads. Kristin Heaney, Max Popkin, Jami
Nebenzahl, and Darien Hey all took their place
on the board in juggling. The old record holder
of the reverse alphabet didn’t have a chance
against Skyla Nasseta, Mitchell Koganski,
and Lauren Altman who all set the records.
Showing off her strength Emily Greenspan set
a record in the challenging iron chair.
We can’t wait for next summer to see who the
new record holders will be!
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Soccer Ball Juggling

Junior

		

Middle
		

Senior
		

Longest Handstand

Junior

		

Middle
		

Senior
		

3 Legged Dash

All Time

Ava Miller
Jacob Booth
Corina Benshimol
David Greenburg

9
11
15
10

Margaret Matthews
Harrison Tucker
Louise Couret
Marcus Soos

14
15
16
11

Paige Smith
Jack Zeliger
Alexa Copperstone
Kyle Garfinkel
Chelsea Hoofnagle
Alec Freudenstein

2
5
5
14
5
10

Sydney Frenchman
Kyle Garfinkel
Alexa Copperstone
Kyle Garfinkel
Nicole Karasin
Alec Freudenstein

3
6
5
14
8
10

Haley McCarthy
Tyler Bruce
Selena Lafranca
Diego Najera
Sophie Chevalley
Mike Karapcik

7
6
4
10
13
21

Dani Lerman
Owen Hynes
Allison Karapcik
Dan Clayman
Sophie Chevalley
Jose Gabeiras

13
14
8
17
13
51

Amanda Marrapodi
Harrison Greenwald
Arielle Kaplan
Diego Najera
Jocelyn Fine
Corey Tarallo

3.25sec
1.5sec
42.02sec
3.66sec
32.27sec
6.87sec

Emily Simes
Aden Katz
Arielle Kaplan
Gaston Gaitan
Hannah Brinkman
Corey Tarallo

5.12sec
2.43sec
42.02sec
5.02sec
46.07sec
6.87sec

Chelsea Tyrell/Zoe Dobkin
Daniel Ulmaniec/Jack Zeliger
Shane Haddad/Annabelle Boulaki
Henri Falque/Nicola Nunez
Hayley Garfinkel/Jamie Rappaport
Brian Wilkowski/Jared Hescheles

8.4sec
10.25sec
10.39
8.01
8.56sec
12sec
14.87sec
13.63sec
9.53sec
10.15sec
11.02sec
7.23sec

Junior			

				

Middle			
				
Senior
Alexa Giovino/Steph Zassman
9sec
Brian Wilkowski/Jared Hescheles 12sec

Field Run

Junior

		

Middle
		

Senior
		

Fastest Stringing
Junior
25 Beads		
Senior
		

Longest Juggle

Middle

		

Senior

		

Reciting Alphabet
Middle
Backwards		
Senior

		

Emma Booth
Garret Barnhart
Diego Najera
Sabrina Goldberger
Dara Lebenger
Jeremy Ostrow

17.58sec
14.02sec
9.85sec
10.15sec
12.72sec
8.05sec

Sydney Frenchman
Alec Sopko
Casey Brewer
Sabrina Goldberger
Alena Zakurazhnova
Vincent Dassault

Bari Greenwald
Mike Brestin
Marlee Senderowitz
Seth Kahanov

59sec
55sec
40.65sec
47.83sec

Lynsey Garfinkel
Diego Najera
Marlee Senderowitz
Seth Kahanov

40.65sec
47.83sec

Kristin Heaney
Max Popkin
Jami Nebenzahl
Darien Hey

40sec
20sec
5:59
6:31

Kristin Heaney
Max Popkin
Jami Nebenzahl
Darien Hey

40sec
20sec
5:59
6:31

Skyla Nasseta
Mitchell Koganski
Lauren Altman
Jeff Palmacio

9sec
21sec
8.66sec
34.12sec

Skyla Nasseta
Mitchell Koganski
Lauren Altman
Russell Klein

9sec
21sec
8.66sec
8.06sec
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November
2
2
2
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
13
13
15
15
16
17
17
18
20
20
20
21
22
22
25
26
29
29
29

Colin Matheson
Drew Moss
George Koevary
Maggie Martoglio
Dylan Porcino
Lindsey Cohen
Jason Rosenthal
Sydney Silverstein
Rebecca Barth
Craig Odiorne
Ryan Soong
Chelsea Hoofnagle
Kristina Kolshak
Lynsey Garfinkel
Kyle Garfinkel
Tessa Fries
Sabrina Goldberger
Ellie Willkomm
Liam Scott
Lauren Altman
Sara Borrello
David Crimmins
David Thomas
Diego Najera
Katie Dickson
Edmond Kim
Teresa Tipping
Nicole Stapleton
Danielle Spiegel
Kyra Penino
Dylan Yarchin
Isabelle Present
Lexi Schorr
Mitchell Koganski
Brett Sobol
Griffin Pollak
Dylan Bruce
Justin Marks
Lexi Marks
Ariana Tottenhoff
Avery Fromme
Alice Wright
Lucas Wenker
Alex Kahler
Natalie Giovino
Adam Cobrinik
Sarah Tessler

29 Julia Baron
30 Peri Sanders
30 Davis Woldsohn

December
1

Mackenzie Cohen

1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
10
10
10
11
12
12
13
13
14
15
15
15
16
16
18
18
19
19
19
20
22
22
22
23
23
24
28
29
29
29
29
30

Georgia Katz
Stephan Henry
Isaac Rappoport
Carlee Palmer
Natalie Speier
Max Stapleton
Kristin Heaney
Lindsay Palmaccio
Brenna Hovatter
Sydney Frenchman
Allison Tucker
Amelia Brown
Anna Meyer
Arielle Farhi
Harrison Tucker
Evan Hirschman
Bailey Kushinsky
Emily Hersh
Jonathan Ference
Sydne Klein
Skyla Nassetta
Tali Satlow
Adam Mason
Savannah Duty
Tammy Notz
Julien Nunez
Rachel Ziser
Katharine Lawrence
Anne Marie Jaghab
Carson King
Erica Blanco
Joey Guttuso
Jason Hoving
Mikayla Diederich
Mia Walton
Rachel Bernstein
Emma Wender
Isabelle O’Connell
Jessica Levin
Julianna Nechin
Leah Kaltman

30 Justin Dechant

January
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
9
9
10
10
11
12
12
13
14
14
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
18
19
19
21
22
23
24
25
25
26
27
27
27
29
30
31
31
31

Eric Wallach
Jacob Felger
Jeffry Bogue
Emma Smith
Gabrielle Freesman
Lindsay Bashan
Aidan Ostermaier
Yasmina Cobrinik
Caroline McGuire
Katie Sholder
John Benoit
Zachary Yabko
Robert Pierrard
Owen Hynes
Ariele Kaplan
Ignacio Guitard Maldonado
Jordan Diamond
Monroe Moore
Bartosz Lalik
Tyler Bruce
Sam Rotenier
Ariel Cooke
Alicia Fine
Emily Goldman
Charles Maltzman
Andrew Weinstock
Aaron Schnitzler
Timothy Zittel
Julia Cumming
Matt Marrapodi
Brianna Cerami-Guarino
Louise Cerami-Guarino
Julie Kleiner
Jade Copperstone
Marly Rubin
Nicole Palmer
Justin Friedman
Danielle Greenwald
Amanda Bressner
Faith Kurtzman
Alison Spangler
Ava Miller
Isabel Kalodner
Jacob Kalodner
Anabelle Harden
Brandon Zelman
Jeremy Booth
Mia Wilkowski
Jordan Nosenchuk
Stephanie Odiorne
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We are very happy that the following staff
members have already committed to return to
Lindenmere for summer 2010!
Tara Bannerman - Soccer
Monica Barone - Division Leader
Truth Bartscher - Athletic Director
Jeff Bogue - Division Leader
Phil Boney-Scrivano - General Athletics
Karen Booth - Administrator
Josiah Bradshaw - Head of Rock Shop
Joel Burkholder (2008) - Technical Theater
Lindsay Carey - G1 Counselor / General Athletics
Dean Chapman - Co Head of Flying Trapeze
Byron Fernandez - Doctor
Sarah Fornaby - Jewelry
Adrian Gonzalez - Chef
Caitlin Headley - Theatre
Kelsey Herrmann - Tennis
Brenna Hovatter - Evening Activities & Special Events
Russell Klein – Rock Shop
Brandon Koppelman - Assistant Facility Director
Nicole Lantz - Theatre
Kathy Lawrence - Bus Driver
Guy Mannerings – Fitness/ General Athletics
Paul McPherson - General Athletics
Claudia Menzel - Doctor
Monroe Moore - Head of Theater
Valerie Mounter - Co Head of Flying Trapeze
Steve Nevison - Head of Circus
Emily Ondrusek - Heat Press
Monica Pierrard - Nurse
Jessica Reecer - Lifeguard
Johnny Ryan - Facilities Director
Pam Ryan - Head of Housekeeping & Landscaping
Elle Sawyer - Nurse
Liam Scott – Golf
Chelsea Steed – Division Leader
Joe Suessenbach - B1 Counselor/ Go Karts
Rachel Tennant - Candle Making
Teresa Tipping - Circus
Debbie Ulmaniec - Nurse
Danielle Waters - Tennis
Sue Wilkowski - Head of Art Center
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Then.Now.Always.
RR1, Box 1765
Henryville, PA 18332

Summer Office:
6901 SW 18th Street, Suite E202
Boca Raton, Florida 33433

Winter Office:

Tell All Your Friends
Thank you again for making the 2010 early enrollment period
record breaking! Nothing tells us that we provided a safe, healthy
and fun experience for your child better than you reenrolling
for the following summer. We are very close to being full first
session in many age groups and expect to close out some specific
bunks very shortly.
Similar to 2009, we have already closed out a few bunks as a
few bunks have close to a 100% return rate and have already
requested to be together.
If you have not registered for this summer yet, or have friends who
are interested in Lindenmere, please call us or have them call us soon
as availability is much more limited than in
previous summers.
We are happy to schedule a personal tour
at camp or to meet prospective families in
their home at their convenience.

AS OF
09
DEC.10, 20

AYS
ONLY 199 D
P!
UNTIL CAM

Important Dates
.2010.
full season
June 27 – August 8
Session one
session: June 27 – July 18
July 17
visiting day:

Session two
session: July 18 – August 8
August 7
visiting day:

spring picnic & BBQ
Sunday, May 2, 2010

Then.Now.Always.

